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Accessing the presentations using Online Rooms

Type/copy this link into your web browser*: https://ysu-na.youseeu.com/sync-activity/invite/539545/c6817a079a955ecea0f0abe406573015?lti-scope=d2l-resource-syncmeeting-list

*Google Chrome/Firefox/Safari should work

Tips for using Online Rooms:

- You can access this by any computer or tablet
- In order to be heard, you will need a microphone (a Chat function is available)
- In the "Lobby" (after clicking the link, but before entering the room), review these instructions
- When you log into the room, and it asks you "How would you like to join the audio?" Select "Microphone". If you select "Listen only", you may not be able to turn it on later and might need to leave the room and come back in. You can easily mute yourself in the room by clicking the blue microphone button under the slideshow on the left-hand side.

E BETHUNE – "That the whole may be made a prettie streete":
An analysis the 17th-century cobblestone street at Ferryland, NL

A CAMERON – Archaeological material analysis from FjCa-51, Area 11

I CARLSON – A little bit louder now: Updates on the analysis of beetle subfossils from Kivalekh in Northern Labrador

M CHAMPAGNE – Unravelling French Atlantic provisioning routes from AD 1763 to 1815

M GARLIE – Diet and origins in Atlantic Canada: A look at Newfoundland and Nova Scotia

S KUEHN – Leukoma staminae: A new proxy for palaeoclimate, seasonality and shellfish harvest pressure on the Pacific Northwest Coast

S WILSON – Following stones:
Navigating the landscape in Northern Labrador

www.mun.ca/archaeology